We have created superconductor-ferromagnet composite films in order to test the enhancement of critical current density, Jc, due to magnetic pinning. We co-sputter the type-II superconductor niobium (Nb) and the low-temperature ferromagnet dysprosium (Dy) onto a heated substrate; the immiscibility of the two materials leads to a phase-separated composite of magnetic regions within a superconducting matrix. Over a range of compositions and substrate temperatures, we achieve phase separation on scales from 5 nm to 1 µm. The composite films exhibit simultaneous superconductivity and ferromagnetism. Transport measurements show that while the self-field Jc is reduced in the composites, the in-field Jc is greatly enhanced up to the 3 T saturation field of Dy. In one instance, the phase separation orders into stripes, leading to in-plane anisotropy in Jc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Achieving high critical current densities, J c , in superconductors requires effective vortex pinning. Pinning occurs naturally via material inhomogeneity and microstructural defects, but can be enhanced through the addition of artificial pinning centres, such as insulating particles within a YBCO matrix [1, 2, 3] . Here we study whether magnetic artificial pinning centres can further improve J c . A non-magnetic, insulating cylinder of radius ξ (the coherence length of the superconductor) aligned with a vortex already appears optimal in that the full condensation energy of the vortex core is gained-leading to the strongest core pinning forcewith a minimum loss of superconducting material. Yet many have suggested that the magnetic portion of the free energy of a vortex offers another route to strengthen pinning [4, 5, 6] . This premise was the basis for several experiments in which arrays of magnetic dots were created on top of a superconducting film, or a film was deposited over such an array [7, 8, 9, 10] .
In these previous experiments, the interaction between vortex and magnet falls into two categories, neither of which offers superior pinning to an ideal core pin. In the first, a vortex interacts with the stray field of a magnetic dot. The resulting potential well for the vortex * Electronic address: rd356@cam.ac.uk may be deep, but its width is governed by the penetration depth λ, which in practical superconductors is relatively large compared to ξ, leading to a low pinning force. The other interaction is the proximity effect, in which the magnet suppresses superconductivity, which also cannot improve upon an ideal core pin, where superconductivity is suppressed completely. Blamire et al. [11] therefore proposed that the greatest J c enhancement will arise not from altering the potential landscape of vortices, but from reducing their magnetic flux and thereby reducing the Lorentz force acting on those vortices in the presence of a transport current. However, magnetic dots above or below a superconducting film, as in the experimental work referenced above [7, 8, 9, 10] , do not achieve this Lorentz force reduction; within the superconductor the vortices retain their full flux. Instead, the magnetic material must be embedded in the film, ideally passing all the way through it with vortices lying entirely along the inclusions. Furthermore, the inclusions must have sufficient magnetisation to divert a significant portion of a flux quantum, which was not the case for several experiments with small (∼ 5 nm) inclusions [12, 13, 14] . Ref. [13] , in particular, shows that magnetic inclusions remain effective at smaller sizes than non-magnetic inclusions, but because the mechanism is still core pinning rather than flux reduction, the maximum pinning force does not improve. In this work, we instead seek to optimise flux diversion by creating larger, strongly magnetic pinning centres within a niobium film.
We take a simple approach to creating a superconductor with embedded magnetic material: we co-deposit its constituent elements. For most choices of materials, however, this would lead to atomic-scale mixing (alloying), which would degrade both the superconductivity and the magnetism. In particular, s-wave Cooper pairs are highly sensitive to magnetic scattering, requiring regions of magnet-free superconductor larger than the su-perconducting coherence length [15] . So we have chosen the superconductor niobium (Nb) and the rare earth lowtemperature ferromagnet dysprosium (Dy) in the hope that they do not alloy. Although, to our knowledge, this system has not been investigated previously, a chemically similar system of tantalum (Ta) and Dy was found to be immiscible [16] . During growth, if the atoms have sufficient mobility, the film should phase-separate into the desired regions of pure superconductor and pure ferromagnet. Dy exhibits a very high saturation magnetisation of 3.7 T below its Curie temperature of 88 K, thus a 30 nm diameter inclusion could carry an entire flux quantum, 2×10 −15 Wb. By growing such inclusions, ideally in a columnar structure, we aim to strongly divert magnetic flux from vortices.
In the following sections, we show that niobium and dysprosium do phase-separate, exhibiting a variety of microstructures as a function of the film composition and growth temperature. We characterise the microstructures with X-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled with element-sensitive detection techniques. We then examine the superconducting properties with both magnetisation and transport measurements. We find coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism over most of the growth parameter space, and enhanced critical current in magnetic fields up to the saturation field of the dysprosium.
II. FILM GROWTH
The films are approximately 200 nm thick, grown by dc magnetron sputtering. Niobium and dysprosium targets are co-sputtered to deposit a mixture onto heated R-plane [1102] sapphire (Al 2 O 3 ) substrates. The composition is controlled via the relative magnetron powers to have atomic ratios of Nb:Dy 1:1, 2:1, and 4:1, with a total deposition rate of approximately 5 nm/min. At a fixed film composition, films with a range of substrate temperatures are grown in each sputtering run. The temperatures reported are those of the heater segment directly under each substrate; the samples are ∼ 150 K cooler, based on a prior calibration. Liquid nitrogen is applied to the walls of the deposition chamber to achieve a base pressure of 4 × 10 −8 Pa. The substrate heater raises this pressure, but baking out the heater keeps the deposition background below 1×10 −7 Pa. For sputtering, the chamber is then filled to 0.9 Pa with high-purity argon.
Before depositing the Nb:Dy mixture, a third magnetron is used to deposit a 50 nm thick buffer layer of Ta in order to preclude any possibility of a reaction between the film and the substrate. In particular, a rare earth such as Dy may react with the oxygen in Al 2 O 3 , freeing Al to combine with Nb [17] . Nb 3 Al is a superconductor with a large upper critical field (H c2 ) that could contribute to the transport properties of the film and distract from our analysis of the composite. The Ta buffer • C shows some nearly vertical grain boundaries, but a predominance of disordered growth.
layer does not significantly affect the transport or magnetic behaviour at the measurement temperature of 4 K, as confirmed by a control sample consisting of the tantalum layer only. A set of Nb:Dy films with a 100 nm Ta layer was also grown to check that the behaviour was unchanged from those with a 50 nm Ta layer, indicating that there is no reaction between the film and the substrate mediated by the buffer thickness.
III. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION
X-ray diffraction reveals that both niobium and dysprosium exhibit crystalline phases within the composite, and some degree of orientation. The width of the peaks, however, indicates that the grains are smaller than the 200 nm thickness of the film. The cubic niobium grows [001] oriented; the rocking curve of the [002] peak has a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 1.0 to 1.3
• , while the hexagonal dysprosium shows a [101] peak with a rocking curve FWHM of 3
• . Cross-sectional TEM indicates some areas of columnar growth, in the form of tilted grain boundaries, seen in the bright-field image, Fig. 1 . Overall, however, the growth is not highly ordered, with the TEM confirming the xray result that the grain size is much smaller than the 200 nm thickness of the film in many places. Energy filtering did not yield sharp contrast between regions of Nb and Dy, suggesting that the two overlap at a length scale below the ∼ 50 nm thickness of the cross-sectional specimen. Thus we expect a vortex in the material to pass through regions of Dy and Nb, rather than being optimally pinned by a through-thickness column of Dy.
The thickness variation seen in the cross-sectional TEM is not an artefact; the AFM images in Fig. 2 show that some films have thickness corrugations of more than 100 nm. This corrugation is due to phase separation, as explained below, and we expect higher growth temperatures, corresponding to higher mobility for atoms on the deposition surface, to yield a larger length scale for this separation. This holds true for the samples with the highest concentration of Dy, Fig. 2(g)-(i) , where the length scale of the corrugation increases with increasing growth temperature. By examining these three samples in a scanning electron microscope (SEM), we find that the topography (from secondary electrons) correlates with composition, measured with energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) maps of Nb and Dy concentration. For the film in Fig. 2(i) , EDS indicates that the high islands are at least 90 atomic % dysprosium and the surrounding low matrix is at least 90% niobium. The films in (h) and (g) show successively less composition contrast, probably because the length scale of separation is becoming smaller than the resolution of the EDS (1 µm).
In the Nb:Dy 4:1 samples, in contrast, the length scale of corrugation decreases with increasing growth temperature ( Fig. 2(a)-(c) ). The trend is borne out by the six samples grown, of which three are shown. So while the growth temperature has different effects for different compositions, it does offer a degree of control over the microstructure. In Section V, we show that this in turn has a dramatic effect on the superconducting performance, with the high temperature, fine-grained films yielding the best in-field J c .
An interesting stripe texture is visible in the topography of two of the films, Fig. 2(e) and (h) . The stripes also show composition contrast in SEM EDS maps. They are are aligned to the [100] axis of Nb (so within the [1102] R-plane of the sapphire, they are 45
• from the [0010] axis), suggesting an easy diffusion direction during growth. This is plausible, since the [001] Nb is known to grow ∼ 3
• misoriented relative to the R-plane, potentially leading to the stepped surface typical of a vicinal film [18] . A stepped surface can also arise from miscut R-plane sapphire [18] , though we have not applied the temperatures typically necessary to develop such steps, and do not observe them on our substrates. Regardless of their origin, we expect the stripes' compositional and topographic variation to produce in-plane anisotropy in the transport properties of the film, which is indeed observed, as described in Section VI.
To examine the phase separation with higher resolution, we turn to TEM, looking in plan-view at this same striped film. The stripes are again visible in a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) image (Fig. 3(a) ), where the higher atomic number of Dy causes more scattering, appearing bright compared to Nb. High magnification TEM reveals that the phase separation has additional structure on a much smaller scale. The energy-filtered image of Dy regions in Fig. 3(b) confirms that the dark regions in (a) are pure Nb, while the light stripes are a mixture of Nb and Dy. Zooming in further on a light stripe in (c) reveals complete phase separation only at a 5 nm length scale. Here, we use EDS to quantitatively map the concentration of each element, displayed as the brightness of two colours, green for Dy and red for Nb. Overlaying the images, we can see red and green regions, but no yellow regions in which both are present, so Nb and Dy are fully phase-separated.
IV. COEXISTENCE OF MAGNETISM AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
A typical problem with incorporating magnetic materials into superconductors is poisoning of the superconductivity, manifested by a drop in T c and leading to suppression of J c [15] . We do see a suppression of T c at high concentrations of Dy and low growth temperatures, as seen in Fig. 4 , where we plot transition temperatures obtained by dc transport measurements, with T c identified as the point of maximum slope in resistance versus temperature. The small-scale phase separation observed in TEM (described above) can explain the reduced T c . We expect that mixing at a length scale below the 20 nm coherence length of pure Nb would suppress the order parameter in the Nb regions due to the proximity effect [19] . Fortunately, however, T c is preserved in our films over most of the composition-growth temperature phase diagram, suggesting that the Nb and Dy do fully phaseseparate at larger length scales.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that magnetisation measurements clearly show the coexistence of superconductivity and magnetism, seen in Fig. 5 . These measurements were performed with a cryogenic vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). At 10 K, above T c , the ferromagnetic hysteresis loop of the Dy is the only response visible. Below T c at 4 K, superconducting diamagnetism simply superposes on the ferromagnetism. The film is oriented approximately parallel to the field to make its superconducting response, which would otherwise dominate, comparable in magnitude to that of the ferromagnet.
V. ENHANCED CRITICAL CURRENT IN FIELD
We gauge the performance of the composites using transport measurements of J c . The films are patterned into 50 µm wide (10 µm for the stripe sample) by 0.5 mm long bridges with a standard 4-point geometry, using photolithography and argon ion milling. The magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the film surface, and J c is determined with a voltage criterion of 0.1 µV. For the data shown, the samples are cooled to 4 K by static helium exchange gas. Data was also taken at temperatures from 3 to 8 K, but yielded similar results. After accounting for the residual field applied by our magnet, J c does not display an offset or hysteresis in the zero-field peak greater than 10 mT when the field was reversed, as might be expected from reverse domain superconductivity [20] , so we show only one sign of applied field.
The composite films exhibit remarkably high critical currents at high fields. Fig. 6(a) shows that the pure Nb displays the highest self-field J c , but the composites outperform it for fields above 0.2 T. While the self-field J c among the composites does not show a clear trend with composition, the in-field performance improves dramatically with decreasing Dy content over the composition range that we have explored (Fig. 6(a) ). It is notable that the optimum field at which high J c persists in the composites is the field at which the magnetisation of dysprosium begins to saturate (see the inset of Fig. 6(a) ), consistent with the prediction of Blamire et al [11] that above their saturation field, the inclusions cannot shield the superconductor from flux as effectively.
The low-field analysis in Ref. [11] suggests, though, that the greatest J c improvement should occur at zero field, which is not supported by our data. We can instead suppose that the inclusions, by diverting magnetic flux, cause the superconducting matrix to see a decreased field, rather than a decreased flux of individual vortices. The average fieldB is then the sum of this decreased field, B ′ , and the magnetisation of the inclusions, M :
where f is the volume fraction of magnetic material; this notation is consistent with Ref. [11] . To compare J c of the plain Nb and Nb:Dy samples, we use Eq. 1 to scale the field values in the plain Nb data from B ′ toB, having measured the normal state magnetisation response M (B ′ ) for each composite (seen in the inset of Fig. 6(a) ) and f , the volume fraction of Dy. This shifts J c values to higher applied fields with the addition of magnetic material, as observed for our composites. Comparing the scaled Nb data with the composites' data, we find that while the scaling can explain the performance of the 2:1 Nb:Dy film, the scaling decreases with decreasing Dy content, and therefore overpredicts the in-field performance of the 1:1 composite, and underpredicts the 2-3 T field at which the 4:1 film maintains a substantial J c . 
FIG. 4:
The transition temperature of the composite films, measured by dc transport, does not degrade substantially until we lower the niobium content to 50 atomic percent and decrease the growth temperature to 700
• C.
We must therefore conclude that J c is affected by the Dy in other ways, not just field screening. For example, it is plausible that the addition of Dy also causes microstructural defects that decrease the mean free path, decreasing the coherence length, and increasing the upper critical field H c2 , thereby allowing J c to persist up to higher fields than in pure Nb [21] . The temperature dependence of J c in the best films (Nb:Dy 4:1) supports the notion that H c2 limits J c : The field H(T ) at which J c drops off can be fit to
2 ) where T is the temperature. This is the functional form for the phenomenological temperature dependence of H c2 [22] .
While the temperature dependence for a given film follows H c2 , the differences between the composites cannot • C. In this vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurement, the sample is oriented nearly parallel to the field in order to reduce the magnitude of the diamagnetic superconducting response to make it comparable to the ferromagnetic response.
be entirely explained by this parameter. For a system in the dirty limit, H c2 is roughly inversely proportional to the residual resistivity ratio (RRR), resistivity at room temperature divided by resistivity just above T c . The 2:1 and 4:1 composites both have RRRs of 5 compared to 14 for the pure Nb sample, thus we expect H c2 to be higher in these films, though this effect, like the flux shielding, underpredicts the performance of the 4:1 film, and cannot explain why 4:1 is so much better than 2:1. H c2 enhancement, then, is likely an important factor for the in-field J c of the composites, but must be coupled with other pinning enhancements to produce the high J c of the 4:1 material. As further evidence for other factors at work, the optimised J c exhibits a strong dependence on growth temperature. Results are shown for the best-performing composition of Nb:Dy 4:1 in Fig. 6(b) . The trend with growth temperature is clear: as the temperature increases from 700 to 920
• C, the critical field increases at the expense of a decreasing self-field J c . Above 920
• C, J c drops throughout the field range. At high field, then, there is an optimum growth temperature around 920
• C. The RRRs for these films (ranging from 4-6) cannot explain their varying performance, thus it cannot reflect a simple H c2 increase. It is instead likely that the smaller grain size of the 4:1 films grown at high temperature (see Section III) is increasing J c , as has been observed for pure Nb [23] .
VI. ANISOTROPIC TRANSPORT FROM STRIPES
The film that exhibits the stripes in topography and composition shown in Fig. 3 (Nb:Dy 2:1 grown at 760
• ) also exhibits in-plane anisotropy in J c . By patterning bridges at a series of in-plane angles (see Fig. 7 ), we find that J c is approximately twice as high when the current is applied parallel to the stripes as perpendicular, with the intermediate angles following the trend. This can • C. The colours and symbols indicate the in-plane angles of the four bridges measured, as shown in the inset. Jc is highest parallel to the stripes present in the topography and composition of the film (see Fig. 3 ).
be explained simply by the topographic variation visible in Fig. 2(e) : current traversing the stripes must cross regions half as thick as the rest of the film, whereas current running along the stripes can, to a large extent, avoid these regions. Such anisotropic transport structures of interconnected filaments are desirable in superconducting power applications to limit ac losses [24, 25] . Not only does this structure emerge naturally in our system, but it does so with very small filament pitch (750 nm), which should yield proportionally smaller ac losses compared to artificially patterned films [25] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Co-deposition of immiscible metals has proven to be a simple but successful method of producing a superconductor-ferromagnet nanocomposite that vastly outperforms the pure superconducting material. We find that for less than 50% Dy or growth temperatures above 750
• C, T c is not suppressed, and superconductivity coexists with magnetism, indicating full phase separation. The magnetic inclusions lead to enhanced J c above 0.2 T, up to their saturation field of 3 T. This performance is sensitive to both composition and growth temperature.
The high-field performance of the optimum composite material cannot be fully accounted for with calculated improvements due to the magnetism of the Dy and the enhanced H c2 of the material. So it remains likely that microstructural changes in the composites are also essential to the observed pinning enhancement. Because the microstructure is not well controlled, though, we cannot construct comparable non-magnetic composites to isolate the contribution of magnetism to J c . Nonetheless, the coincidence of the saturation field of Dy and the field range of enhanced J c is evidence for the role of high magnetic susceptibility in the pinning. Better control of the nanoscale structure of the pinning centres in future work may reveal the full potential of this magnetic pinning.
